Four-Leg Transformer with Defined Zero Sequence Impedance for Ground Fault Compensation
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Abstract—Single-phase ground faults are the most common faults in medium-voltage distribution grids. High-impedance grid grounding using a special four-leg transformer is discussed in the paper. The transformer’s zero-sequence impedance differs from positive-sequence impedance and it is designed to compensate the earth faults currents in Medium Voltage (MV) distribution grids when single-phase ground fault occurs. The designed transformer can replace the traditional arc suppression coils (ASC) in the case where no distribution transformer neutral is available or distributed compensation is required. Alternatively, the transformer can operate in parallel with the ASC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most common faults in the distribution network is a single phase to ground fault [1]. Grounding has an important role in medium voltage grid. There are various forms of grounding such as isolated neutral, directly grounded neutral and high-impedance grounded grid. In resonant grounding, a tunable reactance is installed between the system’s neutral and the earth. The reactance of the arc suppression coil ASC (Petersen coil [2]) is connected in parallel with the parasitic capacitance of the grid and both parameters build a resonant circuit. When the resonant frequency of the parallel circuit corresponds to the frequency of the grid (e.g. 50Hz), the fault current can be effectively compensated. [3] - [6]. A Petersen coil consists of an inductor dealing with ground faults by an inductive current which is in opposite to the grid capacitive current [7]. Coil tuning is time-consuming procedure. Although the main problem is the resonant point. To achieve the most effective compensation, the resonant frequency of the parallel circuit coil – parasitic capacitance need to be exactly 50 Hz. On the other hand, in this point the zero-sequence voltage is maximal, which is undesired; it leads to overvoltage, insulation stress, etc. Therefore, the coils are usually slightly under tuned, but it affects the residual current, and leads to higher uncompensated current component. As a result, distribution power grids, the ASC tuning is a tradeoff between maximum of the zero-sequence component and the residual current. [8] - [15]. When the single earth fault occurs, the three phase voltage will be asymmetric composing of both, the positive and the zero-sequence components [16-17]. Recently, researchers have prioritized the selection of appropriate simulation software to achieve useful results [18], hence in this paper Piece-wise Linear Electrical Circuit Simulation (PLECS) is so efficient software for designing the 4-leg transformer.

The zero sequence current can be controlled by 4-leg transformer. A mathematical model of a special transformer which is able to compensate earth fault in MV distribution grids is discussed in the paper. It is designed to generate compensation current, when zero-sequence component is presented in the grid. Impedance of the zero-sequence component is designed by 4th leg reluctance of the magnetic core, and zero-sequence impedance affects the size of the compensation current. The transformer is connected to phase conductors and to the earth. It can be installed either in the distribution substation or elsewhere in the grid. It can replaces the ASC or operates in parallel with the ASC. To verify the validity of the model, a simulation in MATLAB/PLECS is also presented. The structure of the article is as follows: After reviewing previous studies in Section I, in section II, a model for the distribution network is presented, and then in section III, the 4-leg transformer is introduced. Section IV deals with the simulation results using three types of compensation and at the end in Section V, the conclusion is mentioned.

II. MODEL OF NETWORK

A. Resonant grounded MV distribution grids

Fig.1 shows the scheme of a MV distribution power grid (22 kV/50 Hz), grounded via an ASC. A distribution transformer 110/22 kV supplies four feeders. After the ground fault current occurs, the faulty phase voltage drops to zero approximately and the voltage of other phases will increase to line-line voltage.

Fig.2 shows the phasor diagram of voltage and current state of the grid and the fault is present in feeder 3. In this feeder after the single-phase ground fault, the phase C voltage is dropped to zero. As shown in Figure 2, the angle difference between currents A and B is 60 degrees. The sum of currents A and B is a capacitive current, and to overcome it, ASC must
inject an inductive current in the opposite direction.

\[ I_L = \sum I_c \]  
\[ L = \frac{1}{3\omega^2 \sum C} \]  

Where \( I_L \) is ASC’s current and \( I_c \) is capacitive current. Via formula (2), value of ASC’s inductance can be calculated, where \( L \) and \( \sum C \) are ASC’s inductance and total capacitor of grid and \( \omega = 2\pi f \) that \( f \) is frequency of grid [19].

III. 4-LEG TRANSFORMER WITH DEFINED ZERO-SEQUENCE IMPEDANCE

The proposed solution is to use a 4-leg transformer that this compensation system, unlike the ASC, can be installed in any place in the grid, and it is suitable for distributed compensation.

A. 4-leg transformer

Three phase transformer with 4-leg magnetic core is shown in Fig.4. The primary winding is star-connected and the star center is grounded. The ratio of this transformer is 22kV/0.4kV. In normal operation three-phase voltage is balanced \( + + = 0 \) and there is no zero-sequence component is present and fluxes are also balanced \( qa + qb + qc = 0 \) without flux in 4th leg. Under fault condition: one voltage is low (zero in extreme case) and zero-sequence component is present \( qa + qb + qc \neq 0 \) and \( qa + qb + qc \) flows via the 4th leg. To achieve effective fault current compensation, the air gap in the 4th leg of the transformer must be properly designed to achieve defined zero-sequence component impedance and thus the magnitude of the compensation current. Unlike the zero-sequence component, the three legs of the transformer with the winding are without air gap. The impedance of the transformer for the positive component is high. If the zero sequence voltage is presented, the three identical currents flow via primary phase \( a, b, c \) and the resulting compensation current is \( i_a = i_b + i_c \).

Relation between flux and voltage is mentioned by (4) where \( V \) is phase voltage and \( \phi \) is flux.

\[ \bar{\phi}_{4th-leg} = \bar{\phi}_a + \bar{\phi}_b + \bar{\phi}_c \]  

If single-phase fault occurs to ground, the voltage of that phase will be zero and as a result the flux passing through the
fourth column of the transformer is equal to the sum of the fluxes of the other phases and the flux passing through is not zero.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to verify theoretical assumptions, a simulation model is built up in PLECS software. Fig.1 shows the simulation system with four feeders including three overhead lines and one cable line, a YN/yn transformer, a bus, and an ASC. The primary winding of 4-leg transformer will be connected to grid. Detailed parameters of the simulation system are shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of line</th>
<th>Phase sequence</th>
<th>R(Ω/km)</th>
<th>L(mH/km)</th>
<th>C(µF/km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overhead line</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable line</td>
<td>positive</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The earth fault in the phase C system frequency is 50 Hz and simulation duration is 0.4s. The earth fault in the phase C occurs in time 0.2 s in feeder 3. Feeders 1, 2 and 3 are overhead lines and feeder 4 is cable line. The lengths of feeder 1 is 8 km, feeder 2 is 10 km, feeder 3 is 6 km and feeder 4 is 12 km respectively. Through the simulation system, resistance’s fault is 20 Ω.

A. Network compensated by ASC

The single-phase earth fault applied in time 0.2 s on phase c in feeder 3. Phase voltages are shown in Fig. 5. The voltage of phase c drops to zero while the voltage of other phases increases. The zero-sequence voltage component is presented and it causes that the current of the ASC increases that both of them are depicted in Fig.6 and as seen the current has dc component. Earth fault current, faulty feeder current and summation of current of healthy feeders are shown on Fig. 7, it is reduced to nearly 10 A. The value of Petersen coil is calculated by (2) and is 1.16821H that is connected to neutral’s secondary side of 110kV/22 kV transformer.

![Fig. 5. Voltages of feeder 3 after single earth fault](image)

![Fig. 6. (a) ASC’s current. (b) Zero sequence voltage of ASC](image)

![Fig. 7. (a) Fault current during the single-phase earth fault in power grid compensated by ASC. (b) Current of faulty feeder. (c) Summation of current of the healthy feeders](image)
B. Compensation using parallel operation of ASC and 4-leg transformer

In this case, the proposed 4-leg three-phase transformer is connected to feeder 4. The maximum magnetic flux density for this transformer is designed to $B=1.3$ T and the relative permeability is $\mu_r = 40000$. TABLE II summarizes parameters of the proposed compensation transformer. Mathematical model including the four-leg magnetic core was built in PLECS (see Fig. 8). The fourth leg that is in parallel to other legs with winding is split by an air gap, used to adjust the zero-sequence impedance of the transformer which affects the magnitude of required compensation current. Thus, the transformer design can be adjusted to a particular distribution grid with specific parasitic capacitance.

TABLE II. PARAMETERS OF 4-LEG TRANSFORMER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Resistance</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Resistance</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>mΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Voltage</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>kV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Voltage</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Current</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Current</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary winding turns</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary winding turns</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During the fault, the zero-sequence voltage is present and the source of the zero-sequence voltage is the negative of the phase voltage of the distribution transformer: $V_0 = -V_{cp}$ when the fault is in phase c. The zero-sequence component of the flux (i.e. the flux $q_a + q_b + q_c$ flowing via the fourth leg) is integral of the voltage $V_0$ over time. Start of integration corresponds to the ignition of the fault and this affects the offset (initial dc component) of the flux.

The flux can be computed using a well-known relation:

$$\varphi = \frac{F}{R} = \frac{NI}{R},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $F$ and $R$, are ampere-turns and reluctance of the transformer respectively.

Equation (6) represents the relation between magnetic flux density and area of the magnetic core, from which the area is calculated:

$$\varphi = BA.$$ \hspace{1cm} (6)

The reluctance of the air gap in the fourth leg is calculated as

$$R = \frac{l}{\mu_0 A},$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $l$ and $A$ are length and area of the air gap respectively and the permeability of the air is $\mu_0 = 4\pi \times 10^{-7}$.

Fig. 8. Mathematical model of proposed 4-leg transformer in PLECS

Regarding equation (4), the flux of each phase, could be calculated which is $0.06\, \text{Wb}$. The flux of the fourth leg of the transformer is equal to the sum of the fluxes of the other phases, which is equal to $0.12\, \text{Wb}$.

When single-phase earth fault occurs, there is in a maximum zero-sequence voltage of 12.7 kV (rms) on the transformer. In this state, transformer has to generate the compensation current 33.3 A (zero-sequence component, flowing to the earth point). From that knowledge, we can compute the reactance ($X_0 = \omega L_0$) for the zero-sequence component:

$$L_0 = \frac{X_0}{\omega} = \frac{381.38}{2\pi \times 50} = 1.21\, \text{H},$$

Thus, the transformer’s inductance for the zero-sequence component is 1.21 H.

According to Equation (6), the area of the fourth leg of the transformer can be calculated, which is $0.0923 m^2$. The neutral current of 4-leg transformer and ASC with zero sequence of primary side of 4-leg transformer are shown in Fig.9.
By using the equation (5), the value of air gap reluctance will be obtained, and as respects the reluctance of air gap is much more than the core reluctance in the fourth leg, so with good approximation only air gap reluctance considered to be. Finally, using equation (7), the length of the air gap can be obtained; its final value is 0.053m.

In this case, the compensation current of the 4-leg transformer is 100 A and ASC’s current is 40 A. The primary currents, zero sequence voltages and summation of primary currents of the 4-leg transformer are depicted in Fig.10. They match each other (it corresponds to the zero-sequence component) and their summation in the neutral point of the star-connected primary winding results in the total compensation current of the transformer.

The single-phase earth fault current is shown in Fig.11. It is reduced to below 5 A. In this case, the compensation current is equal to summation of 4-leg transformer and ASC, that means the 4-leg transformer can help the ASC for compensating the earth fault. One of the advantages of this transformer is that it can be connected anywhere in the network, and as the number of consumers increases, the network becomes larger, and this transformer can help ASC for clearing the fault current.

**C. Network compensated by standalone 4-leg transformer**

In this section, the ASC is opened and the 4-leg transformer alone eliminates the earth fault. The earth fault current, zero sequence voltage, primary currents and summation of primary currents of 4-leg transformer are shown on Fig.12. As can be seen, without the ASC, the 4-leg transformer’s compensation performance corresponds to the ASC. Without the ASC, the total compensation current is equal to the total zero-sequence current of the transformer, generated due to the zero-sequence voltage present during the fault.

Moreover, a voltage source can be connected to the secondary side of the transformer by which the zero-sequence component of the current can be controlled, and thus, the compensation performance can be improved. To control the primary current of the 4-leg transformer, the secondary can be connected to a power converter or an adjustable inductor can be added to the secondary winding.
With comparing the single earth fault currents in three modes it can be concluded that the performance of the transformer corresponds to that of the ASC. It can generate the zero-sequence current compensating the reactive part of the fault current and the 4-leg transformer can provide a full compensation of the grid in the standalone operation mode, and it can assist to the ASC and provide part of the required total compensation current. Since it is connected to phase conductors, it can be installed anywhere in the grid. Thus, it is suitable for distributed compensation. It is also suitable for grids where the neutral of the distribution transformer is not available. With these explanation, transformer can be used instead of Petersen coil, as the network gets larger, the transformer can eliminate single-phase fault current and be installed anywhere in the network, and it is easier to adjust than the Petersen coil, while the Petersen coil can’t be installed anywhere. One of the important benefit of this method is adjusting the zero sequence current for single phase-earth fault.

V. CONCLUSION

A new device to reduction of the single-phase earth fault current is proposed in the paper. The compensation is achieved by controlling the zero-sequence current flowing through the proposed 4-leg transformer which is connected to phase conductors of the network. Using a special design employing a four-leg magnetic core with an air gap of designed reluctance, the zero-sequence impedance of the transformer can be controlled and thus, the required compensation current can be generated, if the zero-sequence voltage is present. One of the benefits is that the transformer can be connected anywhere in the network and it is suitable for a distributed compensation. Theoretical assumptions have been verified by simulations performed on a mathematical model in the PLECS software. The results have confirmed that the performance of the proposed 4-leg transformer corresponds to the ASC in the compensation of single-phase earth faults.
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